1. Introduction. In the study of asymptotic formulae for arithmetic functions we invariably come upon such functions as x" log3 x, li x, xa(log x)"(log log x)y, x" exp(ß log^o %). If a is complex and ß and y are real numbers (70<1) then these functions are of the form xaL(x), where L is a slowly oscillating function; i.e., a continuous positive valued function on [x0, °°) for some x0^l such that (1) lim L(cx)/L(x) = 1 X-»00
for each c>0. A common approach to asymptotic formulae is the convolution method of Landau which was formulated into a general theorem by the author [4] . The resulting main terms involve convolutions of functions xaL(x). In the present paper we shall give conditions under which such convolutions are also in the form xaL(x) or nearly so. Now it is known [l; 3] (see [2] for other properties) that a function L on [xo, 00 ) is slowly oscillating if and only if there exist continuous functions p and 5 on [x0, °°) such that p(x)>0, p(x)-»po>0, 5(x)->0 as x->oo and (2) L(x) = p(x) exp I t~lb(t)dt.
J*o
We shall be concerned in particular with the special slowly oscillating functions having the form
where p > 0 is constant and 8 is a bounded measurable function with 5(x)=o(l) as x-><». By a convolution of two functions 4 and B we shall mean one of
The former of these expressions is called the Stieltjes resultant of 4 by 73 on [a2, »). 
If a>ß we apply Lemma 1 below to (1) with
A(x) = x-<-"-^-1M(x)(ß + 6(x)) = 0(x-(a-«-1+«)
for each e>0 (e.g., e=(a-ß)/2). Thus the resultant is asymptotic to Note that 4 in Lemma 1 need not be real-valued. Thus if a and ß are complex with (ñay^ (Rß the Stieltjes resultant of xa7(x) by xßM(x) is xyN(x) with Af(x) complex-valued but asymptotically proportional to 7(x) or M(x) according as (Ra>(R/3 or 6iß>(Ra. y would be a in the former case and ß in the latter.
